Jerusalem Jews Accused By U.N. Truce Chairman

LAKE SUCCESS, July 13.—The chairman of the Palestine Truce Commission in Jerusalem, Consul-General Jean Nieuwenhuys of Belgium, sent word to the United Nations today that Jews in the Holy City “appear increasingly inclined to ignore the most elementary rules of international war.”

In a message dated Monday and relayed to Secretary General Trygve Lie through American transmitting facilities, Mr. Nieuwenhuys said:

“Following their (Jewish) attempt to seize the King David Hotel Thursday night during the cease-fire period, some of their forces tried last night to occupy Pontifical and Biblical Institution property of the Holy See. Only due to last minute intervention of the French consul general were they compelled to give up their design.

“Stressing that the Christian world seemed almost indifferent to shelling Jerusalem by the Arab legion before the truce, Jews boast it would not take them more than a fortnight to conquer the whole city, ninetenths of which they hold already. If they don’t claim Jerusalem yet as a capital city of their state, it will no doubt be an essential instrument for bargaining during peace negotiations.

“In conclusion I am convinced that unless the Security Council intervenes immediately and with greatest energy to stop the fighting in Jerusalem, the international character of the city stipulated in the decision of the Assembly on Nov. 29 last appears to me to be dangerously threatened.”